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ABSTRACT 
Prediction of the possibility of a vehicle fuel tank supply process premature 
shut off is of main concern for the automotive industry. The main objective 
of this work is to show that premature shut off can be explained by the absence 
of a steady state after the initial transient in the fuel supply process. The 
vehicle fuel tank considered in this work is composed only of a rectilinear 
pipe inclined with respect to the horizontal and connected to the top of a 
rectangular tank. The counter-current two-phase flow in the pipe is modeled 
using the one-dimensional drift flux model and the tank 
is modeled as a control volume where mass conservation for each phase is 
considered. Linear stability analysis of the two-phase flow model shows the 
absence of the steady state phase for a range of liquid flow rates before the 
flooding condition is achieved as a function of tube inclination and length. 
This fact suggests that premature shut off occurs due to the absence of a 
steady state regime phase during the fuel supply process. 
Keywords: vehicle fuel tank, premature shut off, counter-current two-phase 
flow, drift-flux model, linear stability analysis. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Ap pipe cross-sectional area, m2 
C  Wallis flooding correlation parameter 
C0 distribution parameter 
C1  integration constant 
C  submatrix of the Kroneker-Weierstrass 
Canonical form which has finite eigenvalues 
D  pipe diameter, m 
fg wall friction factor for the gas phase 
fi  gas-liquid interface friction factor 
fl  wall friction factor for the liquid phase 
fm  wall friction factor for the gas-liquid mixture 
g gravitational acceleration constant, m/s2 
h pipe cross section local water depth, m 
H total tank height ,m 
H  jacobian matrix of vector h 
h  vector with discretized flow governing 
equations 
I identity matrix 
j  superficial velocity 
Lp  pipe length, m 
m Wallis flooding correlation parameter 
M mass matrix 
N number of nodes in the pipe length 
discretization 
Ne  number of finite eigenvalues in the Kroneker-
Weierstrass Canonical form 
N nilpotent submatrix of the Kroneker-
Weierstrass Canonical form 
P pressure along the pipe 
Patm  atmospheric pressure, Pa 
Pb gas pressure in the tank 
Ql0 liquid volumetric flow rate at pipe entrance, 
m3/s  
Q  right transformation matrix for the Kroneker-
Weierstrass Canonical form 
Rem  gas-liquid mixture Reynolds number 
Reg gas phase Reynolds number 
Rel  liquid phase Reynolds number 
Rg  gas constant, J/kg.K 
R  left transformation matrix for the Kroneker-
Weierstrass Canonical form 
s  pipe length parameterization 
S phase wetted wall perimeter, m 
t  time, 
t0  initial instant, s 
T  gas temperature, K 
TT remainning filling tank time estimate 
u  weighted mean fluid velocity 
ui  gas-liquid interface velocity 
Vgj  void-weighted mean drift velocity, m/s 
x  vector with dependent variables values at pipe 
length discretization nodes 
 vector with stationary state dependent variables 
values at pipe length discretization nodes 
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 vector with stationary state perturbation 
dependent variables values at pipe length 
discretization nodes 
 transformation of variables  
,  split of vector 	in two parts. 
,  n-th component of vectors  
 	 and 	respectively 
Greek symbols 
α void fraction 
βn  n-th component of integration constant
δ real part of λmax
δμ ratio between the liquid and gas dynamic
viscosities
ϵ the pipe wall roughness, m
ε ratio between the pipe cross sectional area and
the tank area
γπ  defines the angle used to define the pipe wall
liquid wet perimeter
γiπ defines the angle used to define the gas-liquid 
interface length in terms of pipe diameter. 
λn n-th finite eigenvalue of the matrix pencil
(M,H)
λmax  finite eigenvalue with largest real part 
Η tank water depth, m 
ρ fluid density, kg/m3 
ρm non-dimensional gas-liquid mixture density 
πD, πF, πG, πi non-dimensional numbers 
μ dynamic viscosity, kg/(m.s) 
θ pipe angle with respect to the horizontal, 
radians 
ν nilpotency of matrix N 
σ air-water interface surface tension, N/m 
τm non-dimensional wall shear stress model for 
the gas-liquid mixture. 
Subscript 
1  variable value at the first pipe discretization 
node 
b   pipe end (junction between pipe and tank) 
g   gas phase 
l  liquid phase 
m gas-liquid mixture 
n   n-th component of a vector
p   pipe
T  tank
i   gás-liquid interface




~ stationary state dependent variable value 
¯ stationary state perturbation dependent variable 
value 
T  matrix transpose 
INTRODUCTION 
The automobile industry considers the problem 
of a vehicle tank fuel supply process premature shut 
off of major importance not only to comply with 
increasingly restrictive environmental and safety 
standards, but also mainly not to generate customers 
dissatisfaction.  
The vehicle fuel tank system is composed of 
many parts, where the most commons are the fuel tank, 
the pipe connecting the pump nozzle to the tank, the 
auxiliary ventilation duct and a safety valve to avoid 
fuel leakage in the case of an accident, (see Fackrell 
et.al. (2003) for an illustration of a vehicle fuel tank 
system).  Figure 1 below illustrate the tank pressure 
variation for a normal fuel supply process. PHASE I 
indicates the beginning of the fuel supply process 
which starts with the opening of the fuel supply pipe, 
followed by tank pressure equalization with the 
atmosphere. As the fuel starts filling in the tank, a 
pressure rise occurs to make the gas inside the tank to 
flow out to the atmosphere. After this initial transient, 
the tank pressure stabilizes and a steady state regime 
is established, which is the PHASE II of the fuel 
supply process. Finally, PHASE III sets in when the 
tank pressure rises and a pressure wave reaches the 
fuel nozzle pressure sensor, which shuts down the fuel 
supply process. 
The fuel supply process can go wrong in different 
ways, which are described in Godbille et al. (2007) 
and in Fackrell et al. (2003). They mention the spill 
back and the premature shut off. The spill back can be 
divided in the spit off when fuel drops flow away from 
the pipe entrance and the well back when slugs of fuel 
flow off the pipe entrance. Both phenomena are result 
of pipe flooding, when the pipe counter-current two-
phase flow cannot be sustained for the liquid 
volumetric flow rate supplied by the fuel pump.  
Different from the spill back, the premature shut 
off does not pose a problem for the fuel supply process 
operator, but may cause dissatisfaction for the 
consumer since the tank ends up just partially filled up. 
The supply process when premature shut off occurs is 
similar to a normal supply process, however with a 
pressure rise before the tank is filled up similar to the 
pressure increase observed in PHASE III of the normal 
fuel supply process. According to Mastroianni et al. 
(2011), the premature shut off may be caused by many 
factors, just as poor pipe geometry design, sharp pipe 
curvature near the pipe inlet, pipe diameter restrictions 
and safety valve and auxiliary ventilation pipe 
geometry.  
The premature shut off may happen if PHASE II 
of the normal fuel supply process does not occur and 
the transient in PHASE I of the supply process has a 
pressure rise large enough to cause the fuel pump 
shutdown. This possibility is studied in this work 
through the linear stability analysis.  
The PHASE II steady state of the fuel supply 
process is a stable stationary state of an adequate 
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mathematical model for the counter-current two-phase 
flow in the vehicle fuel tank system. 
 If the stationary state which represents the 
PHASE II steady state loses stability, PHASE II of the 
fuel supply process will not exist, which opens the 
possibility of a premature shut off. The main objective 
of this work is to suggest that the premature shut off 
can be explained by the absence of the steady state 
regime in the fuel supply process.  
The literature about modeling counter-current 
two-phase flow in vehicle fuel tank is limited. Fackrell 
et al. (2003) modeled the vehicle fuel tank system parts 
as a series of four control volumes and four valves. 
The liquid is assumed incompressible and the process 
isothermal. Mastroianni et al. (2011) compares 
experimental results with simulation of Fackrell et al. 
(2003) model. The simulation results agree well with 
experiments of normal fuel supply process. It also 
gives reasonable prediction for premature shut off, but 
not for all experimental situations where premature 
shut off happens.  
Many authors made use of computational fluid 
dynamics to simulate the two-phase flow in the vehicle 
fuel tank system. Examples of this research line are 
Sinha et al. (1998), Banerjee et al. (2001), Banerjee et 
al. (2002). Experimental results in the literature are 
also limited. Mastroianni et al. (2011) studied 
experimentally the influence of the diameter of the 
auxiliary duct, of the fuel vaporization rate and of the 
fuel flow rate in the occurrence of premature shut off.  
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The vehicle fuel tank system considered in this 
work is composed of a straight pipe inclined with an 
angle θ  with respect to the horizontal and 
connected to the top of a tank with uniform 
rectangular horizontal cross section, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2 above. A one-dimensional flow model is 
used to represent the counter-current two-phase 
flow in the pipe and the fuel tank is modeled as a 
control volume.  
In the next section, details of the 
one-dimensional model for the pipe counter-current 
two-phase flow are given and the tank flow 
model is discussed. The linear stability analysis of 
the vehicle fuel tank system considered in this work 
is discussed in the third section. Results in the 
form of stability maps are given in the fourth section 
and a discussion and conclusions are presented in the 
fifth section.  
FUEL TANK SYSTEM TWO-PHASE 
FLOW MODEL 
As mentioned above, the vehicle fuel system 
is composed by a rectangular tank and a rectilinear 
pipe inclined with an angle θ with respect to the 
horizontal. The pipe is connected to the top of 
the tank as illustrated in the figure Fig. 2. The 
counter-current two-phase flow in the pipe is 
modeled by an one-dimensional drift-flux 
model, where mass conservation for each 
phase and a linear momentum equation for the 
mixture are considered plus a closure relation,  which 
is a kinematic relation that fixes the  relative 
velocity between phases and is pattern 
dependent. A distinction only between stratified 
and non-stratified patterns is considered. The 
linear momentum equation is also pattern 
dependent. The tank is modeled as a control 
volume where mass conservation for each phase is 
considered. The gas is assumed to behave as a 
perfect gas. The fuel supply process is assumed 
isothermal in both pipe and tank. The liquid in the 
tank is assumed in hydrostatic equilibrium and the 
gas pressure in the tank is assumed uniform.  
The two-phase flow governing equations in 
the pipe and tank are given in non-dimensional form. 
The variables are made non-dimensional by 































where Q  is the liquid volumetric flow rate that enters 
the pipe inlet, pA  is the pipe cross-sectional area, pL
is the pipe length, l  is the liquid density, gR  is the 
gas constant, T  is the gas temperature, P is the 
pressure along the pipe, j  stands for superficial 
Figure 1. Tank pressure evolution during
normal fuel supply process 
Figure  2.  Pipe-tank system geometry and tank
control volume 
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velocity, u stands for fluid velocity, s is the pipe length 
parameterization and	t represents time. 
The next subsection describes in detail the one-
dimensional drift-flux model adopted, the form of the 
linear momentum equation, the kinematic relation for 
the stratified and non-stratified flow patterns and a 
transition criteria between flow patterns. The 
governing equation for the flow in the tank is 
discussed in the subsection following the next 
subsection. 
Pipe Two-Phase Flow Model 
To simplify the notation the super script * is 
omitted in what follows. All variables are non-
dimensional. For the one-dimensional drift flux model 
for the counter-current two-phase flow in the pipe, 
mass conservation for each phase is considered. Liquid 











     (2) 
where   is the void fraction, lj  is the liquid 
superficial velocity. Gas mass conservation is given by 
the equation 










  (3) 
where gj  is the gas superficial velocity.  
As mentioned before, the mixture momentum 
equation is pattern dependent and obtained by adding 
the one-dimensional two-fluid model momentum 
equation for each phase. At the pipe cross section the 
pressure is assumed uniform and the friction force is 
modeled according to the flow pattern. When the flow 
is stratified the friction force is basically the sum of the 
liquid wall friction and the gas wall friction. When the 
flow pattern is non-stratified, the friction force is 
modeled as the wall friction of a pseudo-fluid (gas-
liquid mixture). The linear momentum equation has 
the form 






































where lu is the weighted mean liquid velocity, gu  is 
the weighted mean gas velocity, and the non-
dimensional number I , G  and F  are non-
dimensional numbers given by the equations 
 2pg20lI TARQ






where D  is the pipe diameter. The mixture density 
m  is given by the equation 
  P1m   (6) 
and  m  is the non-dimensional wall shear stress for 
the liquid and gas mixture, which is flow pattern 
dependent. For non-stratified flow m  is given by: 
 For turbulent flow  2200Re m
     jjD,Ref mmmm     (7) 
where  j  is the total superficial velocity,   is the pipe 
wall roughness and  D,Ref mm   is the Fanning
friction factor. mRe is the gas-liquid mixture 
Reynolds number given by the equation 














          (8) 
where l  is the liquid density, l  is the liquid 
dynamic viscosity and
lg
  , where g is the 
gas dynamic viscosity. 
 For laminar flow  2000Re m 




   (9) 
with 








    (10) 
 For transition between laminar and turbulent
flow  2200Re2000  m , m  is given by Eq.
(7), but with the Fanning friction factor as a
linear interpolation between its laminar
 2000Re m  and turbulent form
 2200Re m
For stratified flow m  is given by 
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 
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where lf  and gf  are, respectively, the liquid and gas
phases Fanning friction factors, lRe and gRe   are 
respectively the liquid and gas Reynolds numbers 
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where    is an implicit function of the void fraction 





1   (14) 





i  (15) 
An explicit equation for the Fanning friction 
factors mf , lf  and gf  are given in Chen (1979).
Notice that the modeling of the stratified flow 
assumes a flat interface between gas and liquid. This 
is implicit in the modeling of the gas, liquid and gas-
liquid interface perimeters, given in terms of the 
parameters   and i  respectively as DSl  , 
  D1Sg   and DS ii  . This assumption 
does not holds for large pipe inclinations since the 
gravitational effects in the transverse flow direction 
becomes weak and the surface tension effects 
dominate, causing the interface to deform.    
To close the model a flow pattern dependent 
kinematic relation fixing the relative velocity between 
phases is expressed as 
  0,P,j,jA gl   (16) 
The appropriate functional form for the 
kinematic relation for stratified (non-stratified) flow 
pattern is given in the next paragraph. To be able to 
use the right form of the kinematic relation a transition 
criterion between stratified and non-stratified flow 
pattern is needed. Such criterion for counter-current 
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stratified flow is given after the kinematic relations for 
stratified and non-stratified flow pattern are presented. 
In addition, the relation between the liquid (gas) 
superficial velocity and the liquid (gas) weighted mean 
velocity are necessary. These relations are given by the 
equations 
  0ju1 ll     (17) 
And 
 0ju gg     (18) 
The kinematic relation for stratified flow is 
obtained from the one-dimensional two-fluid model 
by subtracting the gas linear momentum equation from 
the liquid linear momentum equation under the 
hypothesis of fully developed flow regime. Under this 
assumption, the resulting equation is the balance 
among the gas and liquid wall friction force, the air-
liquid interface friction force and the gravitational 
force component in the tube axis direction, and is 
given by the equation 
   
 









































  (19) 
where if  is the interface friction factor, iu  is the
interface velocity, lf and gf are the wall friction 
factors for the liquid and gas, respectively. They are 
functions of the non-dimensional wall roughness  
D  and the respective Reynolds numbers lRe  and




0lD AgDQ is a non-dimensional number.
The interfacial friction factor if  is assumed
constant and equal 0.0142. This is the interfacial 
friction factor for co-current wavy stratified flow with 
small amplitude waves given by Eq. (5.67) of Shoham 
(2005). 
When the flow pattern is not stratified the one-
dimensional drift flux relation is used as a kinematic 
constitutive relation to close the system of equations 
and is given by the equation 
    gj0ggl VjCj,P,j,jA      (20) 
where the distribution parameter 0C and the void-
weighted mean drift velocity gjV  are given by the 
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Chexal-Lellouche correlation, which is independent of 
the flow pattern, applicable to a full range of 
thermodynamic conditions and geometries, and covers 
air-water counter-current flows. The Chexal-
Lellouche correlation can be found in  Hibiki (2019), 
Chexal et al. (1997) and Chexal et al. (1992) 
The values given by the Chexal-Lellouch 
correlation for the mean drift velocity gjV for counter-
current flow lead to counter-current flooding limit 
(CCFL) line well below the flooding line obtained 
from experimental results for air-water flow in 
inclined pipes reported in the literature (see  
Ghiaasiaan et al. (1995)). This behavior was already 
mentioned by Takeuchi et al. (1992), where the 
authors compare the drift velocity predicted by the 
Chexal-Lellouche correlation with the drift velocity 
predicted by others correlations and showed that the 
Chexal-Lellouch correlations gives smaller values for 
the drift velocity. 
For the drift flux relation to give the CCFL line 
which matches the experimental flooding line given in 
Ghiaasiaan et al. (1995) for inclined tubes and given 
in terms of Wallis flooding correlation 
























with lor  gk   , 0.66m   and 0.6C  , the 
mean drift velocity gjV  is now given as a function of 
the distribution parameter 0C  given by the Chexal-







































Note that this expression gives a dimensional 
gjV
To make it non-dimensional just divide it by the 
adopted velocity scale 
p0l AQ . Equation (22) was 
obtained using the theory presented in Ohkawa and 
Lahey Jr (1980), based in the idea that the CCFL 
condition occurs at a point of kinematic “choking”, 
when the void fraction perturbation waves no longer 
propagate. This theory obtains the mean drift velocity 
gjV  as a function of the drift parameter 0C such that 
the CCFL line coincides with the flooding line given 
by an appropriate flooding correlation.  
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In summary, for non-stratified flow, the one-
dimensional drift-flux relation, given by Eq. (20), is 
used as the kinematic relation to close the system of 
equations, but with the distribution parameter C0 
given by the Chexal-Lellouche correlation and the 
mean drift velocity given by the Eq. (22).  
A single transition criterion is used since no 
distinction is made between stratified smooth and 
stratified wavy flow. The flow pattern transition 
criterion is for the transition from the stratified wavy 
flow to other flow patterns. It is based on the balance 
between the suction force due to the pressure decrease 
above the wave crest and the gravitational force 
component in the direction orthogonal to the tube axis. 
If the suction force is larger than the gravitational 
force, the stratified flow pattern is unstable and a non-
stratified flow pattern emerges. According to 
experimental results in counter-current flow in 
inclined tubes, the waves propagate downstream 
against the gas flow (see Deendarlianto and Fukano 
(2005)). 
The maximum wave velocity is given by gh , 
where h is the local water depth. Therefore, the wave 
propagating downstream with the maximum wave 
velocity with respect to the liquid is the wave most 
susceptible to grow due to the suction force above its 
crest. This leads to the following stability criterion: If 
the inequality given by the equation 




























with Dhh *  , DS i
*



























0l2     (24) 
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l        (25) 
is satisfied, the stratified flow is stable. iS is the gas-
liquid interface perimeter. 
Tank Two-Phase Flow Model 
The tank is modeled as a control volume. Mass 
conservation for both phases is considered. Liquid and 
gas mass conservation for the control volume 
illustrated in Fig. 2 leads to two coupled differential 
equations. The liquid mass governing equation can be 
integrated in time to give 
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where   is the water depth in the tank, TA  is the tank 
cross section in the horizontal plane and lbj  is the 
liquid superficial velocity at the tank inlet. Then,   t  
and t  can be eliminated from the gas mass 
conservation equation, which assumes the form  





































  (27) 
where gbj  is the gas superficial velocity at the tank 
entrance, bP  is the pressure of the gas inside the tank 
and H  is the total tank height. Eq. (27) will be used 
as the tank governing equation. 
Compatibility Condition Between Tube and Tank 
The compatibility conditions are the continuity 
of pressure and gas and liquid superficial velocities at 
the tube end and tank entrance. They are given by the 
equations 





j   (29) 
  bPt,1sP   (30) 
Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions are the atmospheric 
pressure atmP  and the liquid superficial velocity at 
tube entrance. They are given by the equations 









  (32) 
Space Discretization and Equations in Matrix 
From 
The flow governing equation for the tank is a 
differential equation, but the governing equations for 
the counter-current two-phase flow in the pipe are 
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partial differential equations. To address the 
linear stability analysis of the tank and pipe flow 
governing equations in the same form, the pipe 
flow governing equations are discretized.  
The pipe length is discretized in N −1 sub-
intervals (a mesh with N nodes). Each conservation 
equation is integrated in each sub-interval, resulting 
in a system of 3N  −3 differential equations. 
The algebraic relations are imposed at each node, 
resulting in 3N equations. Finally the two boundary 
conditions are imposed in the first node and the tank 
governing equation is written in terms of the 
variables at the last node using the pipe-tank 
compatibility relations (Eqs. (28)-(30)). As a result, a 
system of 6N equations is     ob  t a  ine    d    a  n   d re     p 
rese  n    ted  in m      a         trix for as          




t,   (33) 
where: 
 ,,PP,jj,jjx N1N1N,g1,gN,l1,lT    
    NggNll uuuu ,1,,1, , 
LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Here the linear stability analysis process of the 
model for the counter-current two-phase flow in the 
pipe-tank system considered is described. The first 
step is to identify the stationary states. Once they are 
identified, their linear stability is studied. The 
dependent variables are written as their stationary state 
value plus a perturbation and then substituted into the 
counter-current two-phase flow governing equations. 
 The resulting equations are then subtracted from 
the governing equations for the stationary states. What 
is left are the governing equations for the stationary 
state perturbations, which are nonlinear equations. To 
simplify these equations, the perturbations are 
assumed infinitesimal, and under such assumption the 
nonlinear terms with respect to the perturbations in the 
perturbations governing equations are eliminated. The 
resulting linear perturbations governing equations are 
used to study the stationary states stability. If their 
solution grows with time, the stationary state is 
unstable, but if their solution decays with time, the 
stationary state is stable.  
In the next subsection, the stationary states are 
identified and the process to obtain them is discussed. 
In the second subsection, the stationary sate 
perturbation linear governing equations are obtained. 
Their solution and the resulting stationary state linear 
stability criterion are given in the third subsection. 
Stationary State 
The governing equations for the stationary states 
are obtained from the governing equations for the 
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counter-current two-phase flow in the pipe-tank 
system by dropping of the derivatives with respect to 
time. Since the one-dimensional drift-flux model is 
used to model the counter-current two-phase flow in 
the pipe, there are two possible void fraction values for 
counter-current flow, which implies in two stationary 
states. Since the governing equations for the stationary 
state are easily obtained from Eqs. (2) – (18) and Eq. 
(27) by setting the time derivatives to zero, they are
not given below, just the process to reduce them to a
single equation for the pressure and its boundary
conditions is described.
From Eqs. (2) and (31), at the stationary state
  1s0,11jl  . From Eq. (3) it follows that 
CPjg  (constant). Then, . From Eq. (27) 
and the fact that    11sjj llb  , it follows that 
 1sj1j ggb  .  From Eqs. (17)-(18), it is 
possible to write su l  , su g   and s  in 
terms of sP  . Finally, Eq. (4) is used to obtain a 









































































































for 10  s . 
This differential equation is part of a boundary 
value problem since it has boundary conditions at
0s  (Eq. (32)) and at  11  gjs  . The strategy to
solve this boundary value problem is to use the 
shooting method. A value for  at 0s  is assumed 
and Eq. (34) is integrated in s from 0s  up to 1s  
and then the boundary condition 1gj  is checked. 
If this boundary condition is not satisfied, the value of 
gj  at 0s  is changed until the boundary condition 
1gj  is satisfied. The bisection method is used to 
perform the search of the right value of gj  at 0s 
to satisfy the boundary condition 1gj  
at 1s . 
Perturbations Governing Equations 
To study the linear stability of the stationary sates 
identified in the previous section, the dependent 
variables x  are written as their stationary state value 
x~  plus a perturbation x  and substituted into the 
counter-current two-phase flow governing equations 
t
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given in matrix form by Eq. (33), which results in 
the matrix equation 
M ~x  +x∂)(x  =h ~x  +x)(
 (35) 
since 0 t~x . The perturbations x  are assumed 
infinitesimal  1 x  , and then Eq. (35) above is
linearized, which gives 














Solution and Stability Criterion 
The DAE (differential algebraic equation) 
obtained in the previous section is non-autonomous 
since its last equation has a time dependent coefficient. 
It is the linearized form of the tank flow governing 
equation given in terms of the perturbation and 


































   (37) 
If it is assumed that 1AA Tp  , the tank 
governing equation above implies that 
  OtNP , very small. The time to fill in the
tank is given implicitly by the Eq. (26). If  0t  is 
assumed to be the liquid depth in the tank at the 
beginning of PHASE II of the fuel supply process, 
where there is a steady state regime (one of the two 
possibles stationary states is stable), and substituting
N,lj  
for its stable stationary state value N,lj
~
, an













   (38) 
which is of order  1O . Regarding the stability
analysis of the stationary states, there is no need to 
solve the perturbation governing equations up to time 
scales of  1O . It is enough to find solutions valid
to time scale of  1O . In this time range, the tank
perturbation pressure is at most of  O , very small.
Therefore, up to time scales of  1O , the tank pressure
perturbation can be assumed constant and equal to 
PCjg 1
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zero. With this assumption, the last line in the matrix 
equation governing the stationary state perturbations is 
replaced by 
0PN      (39) 
and the coefficients in matrix  x~M  which multiplies
tNP   are set to zero. Next, the solution of the 
resulting system of perturbation equations is 
addressed. Admit that there exist matrices R  and Q  
such that 









QxRM ~  (40) 
and 









QxRH ~     (41) 
where I  is the identity matrix of dimension 
ee NN x NN  66 in Eq. (41), C  is a matrix of 
dimension ee N x N  and its main diagonal contains the 
eN  finite eigenvalues n  of the matrix pencil  HM,
. Matrix N  has dimensions ee NN6 x NN6 
and has the property 1- ,1,  kfor  N  0k , but 
0N  for an integer  . As a consequence, the 
matrix pencil  HM,  has index 1-  . It is assumed
that this matrix pencil is regular and it has the 
Kroneker-Weierstrass Canonical form illustrated by 
the right side of the matrix identities in Eq. (41) and 
Eq. (42). Now, write yQx  and substitute into Eq. 
(36). Then, the resulting equation is left multiplied by 
R  and by taking into account Eq. (41) and Eq. (42), 
the result is 
	
   (42) 
which has solution     etλn N,1, n ,eβ n n1y  , 
and   eN-,6N1, n   ,0n2y . n  are the finite 
eigenvalues of the matrix pencil  HM, .Therefore, if
all eigenvalues  HM,  has negative real part, the
solution of Eq. (41) decays with time and then the 
stationary state x~  is stable. On the other hand, if at 
least one of the eigenvalues n  has positive real part, 
then the solution of Eq. (42) grows with time and the 
stationary state x~  is unstable. This is the stability 
criterion.  
RESULTS 
The results are stability maps in the plane 
 x AQ p0l  for fixed values of DL p . This maps 
also display the flooding line given by the flooding 
correlation given by Eq. (20) with 0.66m   and 
0.6C  . The range for p0l AQ  considered is 
sm0.5 AQ   sm05.0 pl0   and the range for   
is 94   36  . The pressure at the pipe entrance 
is the atmospheric pressure Pa 10 x 1.01325P 5atm 
. The working fluids are air and water. The water 




The air properties used are s.Pa10 x 8.1 5g
 , 
K.kgJ287R g  . The air-water interface surface 
tension used is mN10 x 28.7 2 . The pipe 
diameter m052.0D  . 
The stability maps illustrated in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 
are for the stationary state with larger void fraction 
with different DL p  values, where the following 
symbols represents: +: stable stationary state, *: 
unstable stationary state and x: (flooding) no counter-
current flow. The stationary states with the smaller 
void fraction is always unstable, no matter the value of 
p0l AQ ,   and DL p , and its stability maps are not 
displayed. 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
According to the results, just one stationary state 
is stable between the two possibilities. The stable 
stationary state is the one that has the larger void 
fraction. The flow pattern for this stationary state is 
always stratified. Figures 3, 4 and 5 reveal that before 
flooding sets in with the increase of the liquid 
volumetric flow rate , the stationary state with large 
void fraction also looses stability, which is more 
dramatic for small inclinations and smaller 	⁄ . 
With inclination increase the unstable region in the 
plane 	x	  decreases significantly, but the increase 
Figure 3. Lp/D = 11.5 
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in the parameter L 	 D⁄   has a minor effect in the 
decrease of the unstable region.   
The results above open the possibility to say that 
premature shut off results from the absence of PHASE 
II of the fuel supply process (no stable stationary state 
to be the steady flow regime in PHASE II). Therefore, 
the linear stability analysis predicts the region in the 
parameter space where premature shut off may occur. 
It may also give an estimate for the time scale for the 
tank fill up time. Since , ̃ , ̅ ,  and ̅ , ∝
  where  is the finite eigenvalue with the 
largest real part, Eq. (23) gives an implicit estimate for 
the period  to fill up the tank for a given initial fuel 
depth .  If the real part of  is a positive small 
quantity ≪ 1, the instability may take a time scale 
of 1⁄  for its effects to be of order 1 . This time 
scale may be longer than the tank fill up time scale of 
order 1⁄ , and then its effect on the tank fill up 
process will not be noticed. Based on these arguments, 
the region in the parameter space where premature 
shut off effectively occurs is contained in the 
instability region given by the linear stability analysis 
and probably smaller.     
The counter-current two-phase model for the 
pipe has a lot of space for improvement. For example, 
the assumption of uniform pressure at a pipe cross 
section is physically incorrect when the gravity vector 
acts in the transverse direction of the flow, since 
neither the phasic hydrostatic pressure distribution in 
the transverse direction nor the pressure jump at the 
gas-liquid interface due to surface tension are taken 
into account. Another limitation is the assumption of 
Maruyama and Burr. Premature Shut Off Possibility… 
flat gas-liquid interface for the stratified flow, which 
is incorrect for large pipe inclinations where 
gravitational effects in the transverse flow direction 
are weak and surface tension effects dominate, what 
makes the interface to deform away from the flat 
configuration. Other points for model improvement 
are the air-liquid interface friction factor modeling and 
the use of a more appropriate mean drift velocity 
correlation for counter-current flow.  
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